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Abstract—The situations where particle filtering fails (so-called
weight degeneracy) can be detected with the asymptotic variance
of the particle approximation. However, this asymptotic variance
is in general intractable, and in the case of weight degeneracy,
computing it by Monte Carlo sampling is inefficient. We propose
to compute the asymptotic variance of the particle approximation
via the Laplace method for multidimensional integrals. We
present this method, and illustrate how it can be used to improve
particle filtering robustness.
Keywords: Tracking, particle filtering, asymptotic vari-
ance, Laplace approximation, regularization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Given a dynamic system, Bayesian filtering consists in
online estimation of the distribution of the hidden state condi-
tionally to observations, with the help of a prior distribution on
the hidden state. From the obtained posterior distribution, one
can extract many point estimates, such as posterior moments.

When the state dynamic or the observation process are
nonlinear, sequential Monte Carlo methods, or particle filtering
methods, are an efficient way to approximate the posterior
distribution. The strength of the particle approximation is that
it converges to the true posterior distribution as the number of
Monte Carlo samples increases.

The principle of particle filtering is as follows. A population
of weighted particles is propagated over time. Each particle un-
dergoes at each time step a mutation step and a selection step,
so that the empirical distribution of the particles population
approximates online the posterior distribution.

The main weakness of particle filtering is known as weight
degeneracy. When the number of time iterations increases,
a few particles tends to get all the population weight, and
most of the particles have a very low weight. Most of the
particle do not contribute to the density approximation, thus
impoverishing filtering.

The typical situation in which Monte Carlo sampling is
difficult and weight degeneracy occurs is when the discrepancy
between the sampling distribution (usually the prior distribu-
tion) and the weighting function (the likelihood function) is
too important. Indeed, when the state space area with a high a
priori probability differs too much from the area with a high
likelihood, a small number of the particles sampled from the
prior distribution has a significantly positive weight. This can

happen in particular when the state space dimension is high
[1] and lead to the divergence of the particle filter.

The purpose of this article is to propose an accurate
evaluation of the variance of the particle approximation as
the number of particles grows to infinity. Typically, in par-
ticle filtering, we estimate the hidden state by the posterior
expectation and the asymptotic variance gives the accuracy
of this estimate. Unfortunately, in a nonlinear context, its
theoretical expression is in general intractable as it involves
a ratio of multidimensional integrals. To compute this ratio
one can use Monte Carlo sampling. However, when the prior
distribution does not overlap the likelihood function (i.e., they
are discrepant), this method fails. We propose to evaluate the
asymptotic variance by using the Laplace method for integrals
approximation. Indeed, the Laplace method is very accurate in
terms of relative error, even in case of non-overlap between
the supports of the prior and the likelihood. For example, it
allows to approximate the variance of the particle weights and
to control weights degeneracy in a more robust manner than
usual empirical criteria.

In section 2, we present the basis of Bayesian filtering and
its resolution by particle approximation. The Laplace approx-
imation is introduced in details in section 3. The usefulness
of this method in a Bayesian framework is demonstrated. To
illustrate the accuracy of the Laplace method, we consider
in section 4 a simple study case where we aim at localizing
a target by triangulation. The Laplace method is shown to
perform well, while importance sampling fails. In section 5, we
consider a realistic bearings-only target tracking problem with
weakly noised observations. The asymptotic variance of the
weights is approximated online by the Laplace method. This
criterion is used to decide at each time step if the particles
cloud must be resampled/regularized. With a low additional
computational burden, the resulting algorithm performs better
in terms of robustness than the one using a classical criterion
for resampling/regularization.

II. BAYESIAN FILTERING AND PARTICLE APPROXIMATION

A. Bayesian filtering in hidden Markov models

We consider the hidden Markov model {Xn, Yn}n≥0, com-
posed of the state process {Xn}n≥0 and of the observation
process {Yn}n≥0. The unobserved state process is a Markov
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chain, defined by{
X0 ∼ q0(x0)dx0

Xn|Xn−1 = xn−1 ∼ qn(xn|xn−1)dxn, n ≥ 1,
(1)

and taking values in an open subset of Rd. At each time step
n, the hidden state Xn delivers an observation Yn,

Yn|Xn = xn ∼ gn(yn|xn)dyn, n ≥ 0, (2)

where gn(yn|xn) is the likelihood function. We assume that for
each n, the conditional distribution of Yn given the past state
path X0:n equals the conditional distribution of Yn given the
current state Xn, and that the observations Y0:n are mutually
independent given X0:n.

The objective of Bayesian filtering is to get at each time
step the posterior density pn(xn|y0:n). The sequence of pos-
terior densities {pn(xn|y0:n)}n≥0 is called the Bayesian filter.
The Bayesian filter evolves in time according to a recursive
dynamic. At each time step, the posterior density is propagated
through a prediction step and an update step. The predictive
density is given by the action of the Markovian kernel qn on
the previous posterior density pn−1,

pn|n−1(xn|y0:n−1) =∫
qn(xn|xn−1)pn−1(xn−1|y0:n−1)dxn−1. (3)

Then, the predictive density, which plays the role of prior
distribution, is updated with the likelihood according to Bayes
formula,

pn(xn|y0:n) =
gn(yn|xn)pn|n−1(xn|y0:n−1)∫
gn(yn|xn)pn|n−1(xn|y0:n−1)dxn

. (4)

These step are summarized as follows:

pn−1(xn−1|y0:n−1)
prediction−→ pn|n−1(xn|y0:n−1) (5)
correction−→ pn(xn|y0:n). (6)

The purpose of particle filtering is to approximate at each
time step the posterior density by the empirical distribution
based on the weighted particles,

pn(xn|y0:n) ≈
N∑
i=1

winδξin(xn) (7)

where (ξ1n, . . . , ξ
N
n ) denote the particles, (w1

n, . . . , w
N
n ) their

weights, and δξin denotes the Dirac measure centered at ξin.

B. Particle filtering

We describe here recursively the principle of particle fil-
tering. Let (ξ1n−1, . . . , ξ

N
n−1) be the particles population at

time n − 1, with weights (w1
n−1, . . . , w

N
n−1). The particle

approximation of the posterior density at time n− 1 is

pNn−1(xn−1|y0:n−1) =

N∑
i=1

win−1δξin−1
(xn−1). (8)

The predictive density is approximated by propagating the
particles according to qn,

pNn|n−1(xn|y0:n−1) =

N∑
i=1

win−1qn(xn|ξin−1). (9)

This is the mutation step. Then, a new population of particles
(ξ1n, . . . , ξ

N
n ) is sampled from pNn|n−1 and weighted according

to their likelihood. This is the selection step. The empirical
distribution of this new population is

pNn (xn|y0:n−1) =

∑N
i=1 w

i
n−1gn(yn|ξin)δξin(xn)∑N

i=1 w
i
n−1gn(yn|ξin)

(10)

=
N∑
i=1

winδξin(xn), (11)

where

win =
win−1gn(yn|ξin)∑N
j=1 w

j
n−1gn(yn|ξjn)

. (12)

Thus, pNn approximates the posterior density pn. The cor-
responding algorithm, called sequential importance sampling
(SIS), is presented in Appendix A.

A common problem in particle filtering is weight degener-
acy: if nothing is done, the variance of the weights increases
over time. As a result, only very few particles have a signifi-
cantly positive weight after a few time steps and the empirical
density pNn becomes very poor. A solution to this problem
is to resample the particles population once in a time, thus
discarding particles with a low weight and replicating those
with a large weight. This additional resampling procedure has
first been proposed in [2] where it is done at each time step.
See Appendix B for the algorithm.

There exists many other particle filter versions, in which the
particles are sample and weighted in various ways. See [3],
[4] or [5] for reviews.

C. Some asymptotic results

Let us consider the SIS algorithm. For any test function φ,
the following central limit theorem (CLT) holds [6]:

√
N

(∫
φ(x)pNn (x)dx−

∫
φ(x)pn(x)dx

)
−→ N (0, vn(φ))

(13)
in distribution when N →∞, where

vn(φ) =

∫
(φ(xn)− φ̄n)2g0:n(y0:n|x0:n)2q0:n(x0:n)dx0:n(∫

g0:n(y0:n|x0:n)q0:n(x0:n)dx0:n
)2 ,

(14)
with

g0:n(y0:n|x0:n) =
n∏
k=0

gk(yk|xk), (15)

q0:n(x0:n) = q0(x0)

n∏
k=1

qk(xk|xk−1), (16)
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and
φ̄n =

∫
φ(x)pn(x)dx = E[φ(X)|Y1:n]. (17)

Another CLT concerning the variance of the weights is the
following. Let w∗in = w∗in−1gn(ξin), for i = 1, . . . , N denote
the unormalized weights. It verifies

√
N

(
1
N

∑N
i=1 w

∗i
n∫

g0:n(y0:n|x0:n)q0:n(x0:n)dx0:n
− 1

)
−→ N (0, Vn)

(18)
in distribution when N →∞, where

Vn =

∫
g0:n(y0:n|x0:n)2q0:n(x0:n)dx0:n(∫
g0:n(y0:n|x0:n)q0:n(x0:n)dx0:n

)2 − 1, (19)

Thoughout the article, we will consider the asymptotic
variances vn(φ) and Vn as measures of the difficulty of
Bayesian estimation with Monte Carlo methods. The Laplace
method, presented in the next section, will allow us to get a
good approximation of these quantities. In section 4 and 5, it
will be used to detect weight degeneracy.

III. THE LAPLACE APPROXIMATION IN BAYESIAN
ESTIMATION

The Laplace approximation is a method to calculate inte-
grals of the form

In =

∫
b(x)enL(x)dx (20)

where b and L are smooth functions defined on an open subset
of Rd. Suppose L has a maximum and attains it at x̂. Then
In can be approximated by

În = (2π)d/2b(x̂)|det[−n∇2L(x̂)]|−1/2enL(x̂) (21)

where ∇2L is the d × d Hessian matrix of L. Under some
regularity conditions, the Laplace approximation satisfies [7]

In = În{1 +O(n−1)}. (22)

In the field of Bayesian estimation, this technique allows to
calculate posterior moments of the form

E[φ(X)|Y1:n] =

∫
φ(x)g1:n(y1:n|x)q(x)dx∫
g1:n(y1:n|x)q(x)dx

, (23)

where q(x) is the prior density on the state of interest X ,
and g1:n(y1:n|x) is the likelihood associated with the data set
Y1, . . . , Yn.

When φ is a positive function, the posterior moment (23) is
well approximated by the ratio of the Laplace approximations
of the numerator and the denominator. For the numerator, let
be bnum(x) ≡ 1 and Lnum(x) = Lnum

n (x) = 1
n [log φ(x) +

log g1:n(y1:n|x) + log q(x)]. For the denominator, let be
bden(x) ≡ 1 and Lden(x) = Lden

n (x) = 1
n [log g1:n(y1:n|x) +

log q(x)]. Therefore,

E[φ(X)|Y1:n] =

∫
bnum(x)enL

num
n (x)dx∫

bden(x)enL
den
n (x)dx

, (24)

which can be approximated by

E[φ(X)|Y1:n] ≈
(

det[−n∇2Lden
n (x̂)]

det[−n∇2Lnum
n (x̃)]

)1/2

× exp{n(Lnum
n (x̃)− Lden

n (x̂))}, (25)

where x̃ = arg maxLnum
n (x) and x̂ = arg maxLden

n (x), i.e. x̂
is the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate. Approximation
(25) corresponds to the ratio of the so-called fully exponential
Laplace approximations of the numerator and the denominator.
It is closely related to the saddlepoint approximation, which is
also useful in non-Bayesian statistics [8], [9]. The main reg-
ularity condition under which (25) holds is that the posterior
density is unimodal, see [7], [10], and [11] for mathematical
details. When φ is not a positive function (like the identity
function, if we seek the posterior expectation), a simple way
to calculate the fully exponential Laplace approximation of
the numerator is the following: add a large constant c to φ,
calculate the Laplace approximation of E[φ(X)+c|Y1:n], then
substract c [12].

The Laplace approximation can be used to calculate other
quantities, like posterior covariances, or posterior marginal
densities [7], [11]. Note that, when it is used to calculate poste-
rior moments, the Laplace approximation depends essentially
on the determinant of the observed Fisher information matrix
∇2 log g1:n(y1:n|x̂) +∇2 log q(x̂).

IV. STUDY CASE: EVALUATION OF THE LAPLACE
APPROXIMATION

In this section, we consider a nonlinear Bayesian estimation
study case with two goals. We illustrate the accuracy of the
Laplace approximation in terms of relative error. We also
demonstrate that it can be used to quantify the discrepancy
between the prior information and the information brought by
the observations, which measures the difficulty of Monte Carlo
sampling for Bayesian estimation.

A. The model

Let us consider a fixed target in the real plane, that we are
interested in locating. The hidden state X = (P x, P y) is the
cartesian position of the target. It a priori follows a Gaussian
distribution with mean m and covariance matrix Q = σ2

QI2
(Id denotes the d × d identity matrix), whose density is de-
noted by q(x). Two sensors, with respective positions (sx1 , s

y
1)

and (sx2 , s
y
2), measure independently n azimuth angles. The

observation model is

Yk = h(X) + εk, (26)

for k = 1, . . . , n, where

h(X) =

[
arctan

P y − sy1
P x − sx1

, arctan
P y − sy2
P x − sx2

]T
(27)

is the vector made by the two azimuth measurements.
The observation noises εk are independent with distribution
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N (02, R), where R = σ2
RI2. The likelihood function associ-

ated with an observation Yk writes

gk(yk|x) =
1

(2π) det(R)

× exp

[
−1

2
(yk − h(x))TR−1(yk − h(x))

]
. (28)

Since the observations are independent, the joint likelihood
function is g1:n(y1:n|x) =

∏n
k=1 gk(yk|x). The true target

position (i.e., the state from which the observations are gen-
erated) is randomly generated from the prior distribution.

B. Posterior expectation estimation

Let pn be the density of the posterior distribution. In this
framework, the particle approximation of pn is computed by
importance sampling (IS):

pNn (x) =

N∑
i=1

winδξi(x) (29)

where the ξi’s are sampled according to q(x)dx and where
the importance weights are

win =
g1:n(y1:n|ξi)∑N
j=1 g1:n(y1:n|ξj)

. (30)

Let µn = E(X|Y1:n) be the sought state estimate, which is
the expectation a posteriori (EAP).

To illustrate the accuracy of the Laplace approximation
(25), let us compare the results of the EAP calculation by
the Laplace method and by the above importance sampling
method. The parameters are set to m = (20, 30)T , σQ = 3,
(sx1 , s

y
1) = (0, 0), (sx2 , s

y
2) = (1, 0), and σR = 10π/180.

The number of observations per sensor is n = 2. As µNn
is strongly consistent approximation of µn, we consider a
very large number of particles (say, N = 106) and use the
resulting approximation, denoted by µ∗n, as the true EAP. We
compute the IS approximation µNn =

∑N
i=1 w

i
nξ
i with N = 50

particles, and the Laplace approximation (25). The average
relative error (over 100 independent trials) is less than 0.1% on
each component for the two approximations. Thus, the Laplace
method is here as accurate as the particles mean, for a data size
as small as n = 2, although it is an asymptotic approximation
with respect to n.

C. Asymptotic covariance estimation

We are now interested in calculating the covariance matrix
of µNn . The CLT holds [6] that

√
N(µNn − µn) −→ N (0,Σn) (31)

in distribution when N → ∞. The components of the
asymptotic covariance matrix Σn are

Σn,ij =

∫
(xi − µn,i)(xj − µn,j)g1:n(y1:n|x)2q(x)dx(∫

g1:n(y1:n|x)q(x)dx
)2 (32)

N 50 100 200 400

‖ΣN
n − Σ∗

n‖F 0.1413 0.0606 0.0466 0.0193

‖ΣN
n ./Σ

∗
n − J2‖F 0.0116 0.0048 0.0037 0.0027

‖ΣLap
n − Σ∗

n‖F 0.0893 0.0893 0.0893 0.0893

‖ΣLap
n ./Σ∗

n − J2‖F 0.0068 0.0068 0.0068 0.0068

Table I
n = 4, σQ = 3, σR = 10π/180. ‖Σ∗

n‖F = 19.4326.

for i, j ∈ {1, 2}, where µn = (µn,1, µn,2)T . A first way to
approximate Σn is by importance sampling, that is

ΣNn,ij =
1
N

∑N
i=1(ξi1 − µNn,1)(ξi2 − µNn,2)g1:n(y1:n|ξi)2(

1
N

∑N
i=1 g1:n(y1:n|ξi)

)2 (33)

for i, j ∈ {1, 2}. An alternative way to approximate Σn is to
use the Laplace method on the numerator and the denominator
of (32). The corresponding approximation is denoted ΣLap

n . ΣNn
is a consistent approximation of Σn, so that the approximation
(33) with N = 106 particles is used as a reference, which is
denoted Σ∗n.

Let us compare the IS approximation and the Laplace
approximation. We consider n = 4 obervations and keep the
same model parameters as in the section IV-B. Table I gives the
Frobenius norm1 of the absolute and relative errors2 between
the approximation ΣNn and Σ∗n averaged over 104 independent
runs, for a growing number of particles. As expected, the error
decreases with N . Besides, we can check that the Laplace
approximation ΣLap

n is accurate; it is here as good as the
importance sampling approximation for a reasonable number
of particles.

Moreover, we argue that Σn is a good indicator of the
limits of the IS method. To illustrate this assertion, let us
change the model parameters in order to decrease the overlap
between the sampling density q and the weighting function
gn. A way to do it is to increase the standard deviation of
the prior distribution and to decrease the standard deviation
of the observation noise. In this case it is easy to chek that
the asymptotic covariance matrix (32) grows up. Roughly
speaking, fewer particles fall in the state space area with a
high likelihood, and more particles have a very low weight.
The particle approximation pNn of the posterior density will
then be poorer, and we expect that this phenomenon can
be captured by the Laplace approximation ΣLap

n . Let us set
σQ = 7, σR = π/180, and n = 4. Results are summarized
in Table II. First, we observe that ‖Σ∗n‖F has increased here
compared to the first case (Table I), which confirms that Σn
quantifies the difficulty of importance sampling. Moreover,
ΣLap
n is a good approximation of Σn unlike ΣNn . Indeed, ΣLap

n

does not suffer from the introduced discrepancy as it is a good
approximation in terms of relative error, see (22). Note that the
Monte Carlo approximation of Σn (32) can be very poor when

1The Frobenius norm of a matrix A is defined by
√

trace(ATA).
2We define the relative error between two matrix A and B with the same

size d× d as ‖A./B − Jd‖F , where ./ is the term-by-term ratio and Jd is
the matrix with 1 on each component.
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N 50 100 200 400

‖ΣN
n − Σ∗

n‖F 208.0893 181.7208 98.0890 41.1918

‖ΣN
n ./Σ

∗
n − J2‖F 0.4844 0.4194 0.2273 0.0950

‖ΣLap
n − Σ∗

n‖F 19.8261 19.8261 19.8261 19.8261

‖ΣLap
n ./Σ∗

n − J2‖F 0.0583 0.0583 0.0583 0.0583

Table II
n = 4, σQ = 7, σR = π/180. ‖Σ∗

n‖F = 865.3311.

the denominator is close to zero. Indeed, Monte Carlo gives an
approximation in terms of absolute error. Consequently, ΣLap

n

is an approximation of Σn that can be trusted in situations
where importance sampling fails.

V. BEARINGS-ONLY TRACKING

In this section, we consider a more realistic bearings-only
target tracking problem, for which we use the regularized
particle filtering (RPF) algorithm. At each time step, to decide
whether to regularize or not, we consider two methods, one
of them being based on the Laplace approximation.

A. The model

The target follows a linear uniform motion in the real plane.
Its state at time n is defined as Xn = (P xn , Ṗ

x
n , P

y
n , Ṗ

y
n )T ,

where P xn and P yn are the x- and y-coordinates, and Ṗ xn and
Ṗ yn are the corresponding velocities. The initial state is random
but the state transition is deterministic. More precisely, the
state process is {

X0 ∼ q0(x0)dx0,

Xn = FXn−1, n ≥ 1
(34)

where

F =


1 ∆ 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 ∆
0 0 0 1

 , (35)

with ∆ the sampling period. We assume that the distribution
of the initial state is Gaussian with mean m0 and covariance
matrix Q0.

At each time step, a sensor delivers a noised measurement
of the azimuth. The observation process is

Yn = hn(Xn) + εn, n ≥ 0 (36)

where

hn(Xn) = arctan
P yn − syn
P xn − sxn

, (37)

with (sxn, s
y
n) the sensor position at time n. Note that the

observer must maneuver to insure the observability of the
target. The observation noises εn are i.i.d. with distribution
N (0, σ2

R). The likelihood function (the density of Yn given
Xn = xn) is therefore

gn(xn|yn) =
1√

2πσR
exp

[
− 1

2σ2
R

(yn − hn(xn))2
]
. (38)

As the target motion is deterministic here, the Markov transi-
tion density kernel writes

qn(xn|xn−1) = δ(xn = Fxn−1), (39)

so that the predictive density is

pn|n−1(xn) = pn−1(F−1xn|y0:n−1), (40)

because det(F ) = 1, and the posterior density is

pn(xn|y0:n) = g0:n(y0:n|xn)q0(F−nxn), (41)

where

g0:n(y0:n|xn) =

n∏
k=0

gk(yk|F k−nxn)

=
1

(2π)n/2σnR
exp

[
− 1

2σ2
R

n∑
k=0

(yk − hk(F k−nxn))2

]
. (42)

B. Algorithm

We use the post-regularized particle filtering algorithm to
estimate online the target state in the above model. Details on
this technique can be found in [13]. The asymptotic variance
of the unormalized weights (cf. equation (18)) writes

Vn =

∫
g0:n(y0:n|xn)2q0(F−nxn)dxn(∫
g0:n(y0:n|xn)q0(F−nxn)dxn

)2 − 1 (43)

if the time step n is before the first regularization time; else,
if regularization has occured before time n, it is expressed as

Vn =

∫
gk0:n(yk0:n|xn)2qk0(F k0−nxn)dxn(∫
gk0:n(yk0:n|xn)qk0(F k0−nxn)dxn

)2 − 1 (44)

where gk0:n(yk0:n|xn) =
∏n
k=k0

gk(yk|F k−nxn), k0 is the
last regularization time before n, and qk0 is the density
of the particles after resampling at time k0. The Laplace
approximation of (44) is

V Lap
n

= (2π)−d/2
gk0:n(yk0:n|x̃n)2qk0(F k0−nx̃n)

gk0:n(yk0:n|x̂n)2qk0(F k0−nx̂n)2

× det[−∇2 log gk0:n(yk0:n|x̂n)−∇2 log qk0(F k0−nx̂n)]

det[−2∇2 log gk0:n(yk0:n|x̃n)−∇2 log qk0(F k0−nx̃n)]1/2

− 1, (45)

where

x̂n = arg max{gk0:n(yk0:n|x)qk0(F k0−nx)} (46)

is the MAP and where

x̃n = arg max{gk0:n(yk0:n|x)2qk0(F k0−nx)}. (47)

Note that, with this approximation, we can see that the
error of the particle approximation is high when the ob-
served Fisher information matrix, which is defined as
−∇2 log gk0:n(yk0:n|x̂n)−∇2 log qk0(F k0−nx̂n), is large (for
example, in the case of low measurement noise). That is, the
sharper the posterior density mode, the more particles are
needed in order to maintain a given accuracy.
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The Laplace approximation (45) is computed in the pro-
posed algorithm, which we call the Laplace-RPF. It is taken
as a criterion to decide whether resample/regularize: it is
done when this approximated variance exceeds a threshold
T . However, equation (45) involves unknown quantities, like
log qk0 and its Hessian, and the maximum of the integrands
on the numerator and the denominator. We compute it in the
following way:

V Lap
n

≈ (2π)−d/2
gk0:n(yk0:n|ξ̃Nn )2q̄k0(F k0−nξ̃Nn )

gk0:n(yk0:n|ξ̂Nn )2q̄k0(F k0−nξ̂Nn )2

× det[−∇2 log gk0:n(yk0:n|ξ̂Nn )− Q̂k0 ]

det[−2∇2 log gk0:n(yk0:n|ξ̃Nn )− Q̃k0 ]1/2
− 1, (48)

where

ξ̂Nn =

∑N
i=1 w

i
nξ
i
n∑N

i=1 w
i
n

, (49)

ξ̃Nn =

∑N
i=1(win)2ξin∑N
i=1(win)2

, (50)

and

Q̂k0 = Q̃k0 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(ξin − ξ̂Nn )(ξin − ξ̂Nn )T (51)

is the empirical covariance matrix of the particles cloud after
regularization at time k0 (Q̂k0 = Q if k0 = 0). Besides, the
density of the sampling distribution qk0 is approximated by the
Gaussian density q̄k0 with mean 1

N

∑
i=1 ξ

i
k0

and covariance
Q̂k0 (q̄k0 = q0 if k0 = 0). Computation (48) is justified by the
fact that the Laplace approximation is robust to the substitution
of the modes (46) and (47) by the empirical means (49) and
(50). The algorithm is presented below.

Laplace-RPF
• k = 0

Set k0 to 0.
[Mutation] For i = 1, . . . , N , sample independently
ξi0 ∼ q0(x0)dx0.
[Weighting] For i = 1, . . . , N , compute the weights
wi0 =

g0(ξ
i
0)∑N

j=1 g0(ξ
j
0)

.
• k = 1, . . . , n

Compute V Lap
n according to (48) with the observations

Yk0:k.
– If V Lap

n > T , set k0 to k.
[Mutation] For i = 1, . . . , N , ξik0 = Fξik0−1.
[Weighting] For i = 1, . . . , N , compute the weights

wik0 =
wi

k0−1gk0
(ξik0

)∑N
j=1 w

j
k0−1gk0

(ξjk0
)
.

[Regularization] Compute the empirical covari-
ance matrix S of {ξik0}i=1,...,N . Compute A, the
Cholesky decomposition of S (AAT = S). Re-
sample {ξik0}i=1,...,N according to the weights
{wik0}i=1,...,N to obtain a new set of particles
{ξ̃ik0}i=1,...,N . Draw N independent samples ηi from

Figure 1. Bearings-only tracking scenario with measurements at time n =
200 and n = 400. Blue line: observer trajectory. Red line: target trajectory.

the Epanechnikov kernel K. For i = 1, . . . , N , set
ξik0 = ξ̃ik0 + hoptAη

i where hopt is the optimal
bandwidth. See [13] for details.

– Else
[Mutation] For i = 1, . . . , N , ξik = Fξik−1.
[Weighting] For i = 1, . . . , N , compute the weights
wik =

wi
k−1gk(yk|ξ

i
k)∑N

j=1 w
j
k−1gk(yk|ξ

j
k)

.

C. Results

The number of time steps is nmax = 400, and the sampling
period in ∆ = 1 second. The norm of the velocity of the
observer is 20 m/s and the maneuver occurs at time nmax/2,
so that the trajectory of the observer is composed of two equal
legs (see Figure 1). The mean of the initial state distribution
is m0 = (10km, 10m/s, 10km, 10m/s)T , and its covariance
matrix is Q0 = diag((5km)2, (10m/s)2, (5km)2, (10m/s)2).
The standard deviation of the observation noise is σR = 0.3
degrees. The true initial position is randomly generated from
N (m0, Q0).

Let us benchmark two algorithms for the bearings-only
tracking problem. The difference between the two is how
the decision is taken at each time step about resam-
pling/regularization or not. In the first one (the RPF), a
classical empirical entropy-based criterion is used [14]. The
entropy of the particles population at time n is defined as

logN +
n∑
i=1

win logwin. (52)

Resampling/regularization is done when the entropy is above
0.1 (this threshold has been optimized empirically). The
second is the Laplace-RPF, where the threshold has been
determined empirically to T = 5 · 10−4.
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We have performed 100 independent runs of the scenario.
Each run consists in generating new measurements and new
trajectories of the particles. In order to keep approximatively
the same computing time for the two algorithms, we take
7000 particles for the RPF and 5000 particles for the Laplace-
RPF. The Laplace-RPF produced 1 divergence while the RPF
produced 6 divergences. By divergence, we mean that error
of the final state estimate is 4 times greater than the standard
deviation given by the posterior Cramér-Rao bound (PCRB)
[15]. In Figures 2 and 3, the empirical root mean squared error
(RMSE) of the estimated x-position is plotted (mean over 100
independent runs) . These RMSE are computed for the two
following cases: one case including the divergent runs and one
case excluding the divergent runs. We can see the benefit of
the Laplace-RPF in terms of robustness. The bearings-only
tracking problem we treat here is difficult as the standard
deviation of the measurement noise is small. Note that the
Laplace approximation can be introduced in any particle filter,
like the progressive correction [16] technique, which is more
adapted when the measurement noise is weak.

In this simulation, the asymptotic variance of the weights
is computed online to monitor weight degeneracy. We have
considered a small measurement noise, so that the sampling
density does not overlap the likelihood. In that case, the
empirical entropy criterion (or any criterion based on the
empirical variance of the weigths, like the effective sample size
[17]) is inaccurate, and can lead to inappropriate resampling
decisions. We have observed that the Laplace-RPF resamples
more frequently the particle population than the standard RPF.
We have increased the resampling rate of the RPF by reducing
the threshold on the entropy. In that case, the number of
divergences of the RPF decreases but the RMSE becomes
significantly higher. Note that before the maneuver, the RMSE
of the Laplace-RPF is high. This is due to the fact that, during
the transition period where the target is not observable, the
Laplace-RPF resamples at each time step. After the maneuver,
the Laplace-RPF tends to resample less frequently as time
grows. Finally, we can conclude that the improvement of the
Laplace-RPF is due to an appropriate choice of resampling
times.

VI. CONCLUSION

In Bayesian statistics, the Laplace approximation is, under
some regularity conditions, an accurate method for approx-
imating integrals that involve the posterior density. In this
article, we introduce the Laplace approximation in particle
filtering. This method allows an accurate and fast computation
of the asymptotic variance of the particle approximation and
the asymptotic variance of the weights. When these variances
are high, which is typically the case when the prior density
does not overlap the likelihood function, one may fear weight
degeneracy. In that case, the Laplace approximation can be
used to compute them, while empirical methods give poor
results.

The simulations show that the Laplace method improves the
robustness of particle filtering. Another potential application

Figure 2. Comparison of the RPF error (x-position and x-velocity) and
the PCRB. Green line: RPF standard deviation including divergent runs. Red
line: RPF standard deviation excluding divergent runs. Blue line: PCRB. N =
7000 particles.

of this technique is the accurate computation of the confidence
region of the approximated posterior expectation.

APPENDIX A

Sequential importance sampling (SIS)
• k = 0

[Mutation] For i = 1, . . . , N , sample independently
ξi0 ∼ q0(x0)dx0.
[Weighting] For i = 1, . . . , N , compute the weights
wi0 =

g0(ξ
i
0)∑N

j=1 g0(ξ
j
0)

.
• k = 1, . . . , n

[Mutation] For i = 1, . . . , N , sample ξik ∼
qk(xk|ξik−1)dxk.
[Weighting] For i = 1, . . . , N , compute the weights
wik =

wi
k−1gk(yk|ξ

i
k)∑N

j=1 w
j
k−1gk(yk|ξ

j
k)

.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the Laplace-RPF error (x-position and x-velocity)
with the PCRB. Green line: Laplace-RPF standard deviation including diver-
gent runs. Red line: Laplace-RPF standard deviation excluding divergent runs.
Blue line : PCRB. N = 5000 particles.

APPENDIX B

Sequential importance sampling with resampling (SIR)

• k = 0
[Mutation] For i = 1, . . . , N , sample independently
ξi0 ∼ q0(x0)dx0.
[Weighting] For i = 1, . . . , N , compute the weights
wi0 =

g0(ξ
i
0)∑N

j=1 g0(ξ
j
0)

.
• k = 1, . . . , n

[Mutation] For i = 1, . . . , N , select a particle
ξ̂ik−1 among the population ξ1k−1, . . . , ξ

N
k−1 according

to the weights w1
k−1, . . . , w

N
k−1 and sample ξik ∼

qk(xk|ξ̂ik−1)dxk.
[Weighting] For i = 1, . . . , N , compute the weights
wik =

gk(ξ
i
k)∑N

j=1 gk(ξ
j
k)
.
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